La Rochénard

The tanning of leather and the making of gloves are part of
the economic history of the Niort area. A sculpture of tanner’s
th
century tombstone discovered in the church, is

L
ancient Roman road, there are two small hamlets, four houses at

towns around Niort, delicate hands used to sew the pieces of
leather which were cut in the glove making factories of Niort and
‘the Grandmother of Europe’

because there are few documents. According to Belisaire Ledain’s

the Duchess of Brunswick. Two of her grandchildren wore a royal
in 1688. What is certain is that throughout its history, the village
has been more closely linked to Saintonge than to Poitou.
Situated on the ancient Saintes to Angers road, archaeological
digs at Pointe de Fougeroux have revealed an enclosed funeral

Spain and the Count of Paris. So it is not surprising that she has
been nicknamed ‘
‘.

plant and it is illegal to pick them.

showing the Emperors Claude and Auguste.
dates from the 12th century. Fragments of the columns and capitals
century but was later destroyed during the
. In the 19th century, the church was given a porch
bell tower. The bell tower was damaged in the gales of 1999 but
has since been rebuilt.
th

leadership, the commune was a step ahead of others in a lot of

large areas of land.
The wood of Fief Dupont, situated at the west of the commune
does not belong to the commune. It is made up of about 120

in the commune, including the 22 hectare wood.
Two castles, which have now disappeared, used to be the pride
or
which became a coaching inn. It seems that its name comes from

’, was
the 19th century, the village enjoyed a certain prosperity thanks to
were completely destroyed. Poverty followed.

th

century, the wood linked the

The wood is the source of several stories and legends

on her wedding day in order to ensure that she woud be able to
breast feed her children.
: A large box bush grew there and the
religious women of the village came to cut branches to take them
to be blessed in the church on their saint’s day.

The vine was replaced by animal farming and then by crop
of the Wars of Religion between Catholics and Huguenots in the
th
th
centuries.
winding paths for walkers in all seasons.
to a perfume maker in the Midi region.
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